Abstract: This paper describes the Process Algebra Compiler (PAC), a front-end generator for process-algebra-based veri cation tools. Given descriptions of a process algebra's concrete and abstract syntax and semantics as structural operational rules, the PAC produces syntactic routines and functions for computing the semantics of programs in the algebra. Using this tool greatly simpli es the task of adapting veri cation tools to the analysis of systems described in di erent languages; it may therefore be used to achieve source-level compatibility between di erent veri cation tools. Although the initial veri cation tools targeted by the PAC are MAUTO and the Concurrency Workbench, the structure of the PAC caters for the support of other tools as well.
Un g n rateur de frontaux pour des outils de v ri cation
Introduction
The past ten years have seen the development of a variety of automatic veri cation tools for nite-state systems expressed in process algebra; examples include MAUTO 7, 20] , the Concurrency Workbench 11], TAV 18], Ald baran 13], and Squiggles 6] . In general, these tools support a speci c language, such as CCS 24], Meije 1], or Basic Lotos 5], for describing systems and provide users di erent methods, such as equivalence checking, preorder checking, model checking, random simulation, and abstraction mechanisms, for analyzing their behavior. The utility of these tools has been demonstrated via several case studies 8, 12, 16] . However, the impact on system design practice of such tools has been limited by the fact that the languages they support, while possessing nice theoretical properties, are not widely used by system engineers. In addition, as each tool in general supports a di erent language, it is di cult to compare the tools and to investigate approaches to using them in collaboration with one another. This paper presents the Process Algebra Compiler (PAC), a system that substantially simpli es the task of changing the language supported by veri cation tools. The PAC is a front-end generator ; given a description of the syntax and semantics of a language, it produces routines for parsing and unparsing programs in the language and for computing user-de ned semantic relations. By providing users with high-level notations for de ning languages and managing the di cult and technically tedious development of syntactic and semantic functions, the PAC provides the research community with a useful tool for expanding the repertoire of languages their tools can support.
The remainder of the paper is organized along the following lines. The next section sharpens the motivation for the PAC by presenting two veri cation tools, MAUTO 7, 20] and the Concurrency Workbench (CWB) 11], and the common semantic framework underlying the (di erent) languages each supports. The section following presents an overview of the architecture of the PAC and describes the speci cation language used for de ning algebras and their semantics, while Section 4 discusses issues in generating semantic functions from their PAC speci cations. Section 5 then gives experimental results obtained from PAC-produced front ends for the Concurrency Workbench; somewhat surprisingly, the PAC-generated code signi cantly outperforms existing hand-produced code built for this tool. The nal section contains our conclusions and directions for future work.
Veri cation Tools and Structural Operational Semantics
This section presents an overview of two veri cation tools, MAUTO and the Concurrency Workbench. Although similar in intent, the tools di er markedly in terms of the analyses they support, and yet at the moment there is no way for a user to use the tools collaboratively. On the other hand, the languages supported by the two tools have a semantics that is given in a very similar style, which we also discuss at the end of this section. These observations provided the impetus for the development of the PAC.
Veri cation tools
Both MAUTO and the Concurrency Workbench provide utilities for verifying nitestate systems expressed in process algebra. The speci c process algebras supported di er, however, as do the supported analyses. The following provides more detail about the systems.
MAUTO. MAUTO 7, 20, 23 ] is a system for analyzing networks of nite-state systems. MAUTO builds automata from programs in the Meije process algebra 1] and is capable of reducing and comparing them with respect to various bisimulationbased equivalences. It also provides a novel facility that enables users to de ne abstract transition relations on a given automaton, obtaining a new system, usually smaller and more tractable, that highlights speci c behaviors of the original system. Much attention has been devoted to issues of e ciency. In particular, the building of automata from terms is mixed with the reduction of the automata using congruence properties of the semantic equivalences, thereby ensuring that automata are kept as small as possible. Facilities are also provided for explaining the results of analysis and for drawing the resulting automata in a graphical editor 27].
The Concurrency Workbench. The Concurrency Workbench (CWB) 11] is an extensible tool for verifying systems written in the process algebra CCS 25] . In contrast with other process algebra tools, the CWB supports the computation of numerous di erent semantic equivalences and preorders; it does so in a modular fashion in that generic equivalence-and preorder-checking routines are combined with suitable process transformations (see, e.g., 9]) in order to compute di erent relations. The CWB also includes a exible model-checking facility for determining INRIA when a process satis es a formula in a very expressive temporal logic, the propositional mu-calculus. Recently the CWB has been extended to deal with a discrete-time version of CCS (TCCS), and with the synchronous algebra SCCS.
Structural Operational Semantics
MAUTO and the CWB are similar in that they analyze systems by converting them into nite automata and then invoking routines on these automata. However, the languages and forms of analysis they support, and the approaches they take to construct automata from systems, di er markedly. In the last case in particular, MAUTO adopts a bottom-up approach, with automata recursively constructed for subsystems and then assembled into a single machine for the entire system. The CWB, on the other hand, uses an on-the-y approach, with transitions of components calculated and then combined appropriately into transitions for the over-all system. One characteristic shared by MAUTO and the CWB, however, is that the languages they support have operational semantics given in the Structural Operational Semantic (SOS) 26] style; this fact motivates our inclusion in the PAC of capabilities for generating routines from SOS descriptions. A SOS for a language consists of rules for inferring the execution behavior of programs written in the language. Rules have the following general form. premises conclusion (side condition) The intuitive reading of the rule is that if one is able to establish the premises, which typically involve statements about the execution behavior of subprograms of the one mentioned in the conclusion, and the side condition holds, then one may infer the conclusion. As an example, the following describes the synchronizations allowed by the parallel composition operation in CCS 25] . In the area of process algebras, one important property is congruence of the behavioral equivalences with respect to the operators of the language; this allows one to reason about the system components in a compositional way.
Using the PAC
This section provides an overview of the PAC architecture and indicates how users specify process algebras for processing by the PAC. Semantic routines to analyze programs written in the language. To specialize a target veri cation tool to the given language, the PAC user must run YACC/LEX on the rst set of les to produce a parser and then insert the parser and the semantic routines into the veri cation engine. Provided that the target tool separates the syntactic analysis of programs from their veri cation, the language-independent part of the veri cation tool (its kernel) need not change at all. It should be noted that the PAC is in fact a compiler : it takes a PAC speci cation of a language as input and produces source code which is compiled along with the kernel of the target veri cation tool. There is no PAC run-time system that becomes part of the target veri cation tool.
The PAC itself is organized into several components centered around an internal representation of the syntax and semantics of the language being processed. This internal structure is produced by the PAC parser from les provided by the user. From it, back ends produce the required routines for the target systems. As target veri cation tools are typically written in di erent languages (MAUTO in Lisp, the Concurrency Workbench in SML, Ald baran in C, for example), there will in general be several back ends in the PAC. The initially targeted systems are MAUTO and the Workbench; accordingly, the existing prototype includes back ends that generate Lisp and SML, respectively.
The PAC parser. The PAC parser tries to factor out as much of the back-endindependent work as possible from the processing of user-supplied algebra descriptions; in particular, it checks the PAC input for syntactic correctness and performs certain consistency checks. If user les satisfy these criteria, the parser then produces an intermediate representation of the input which contains:
A representation of the abstract syntax of the process algebra. A structured description of the concrete syntax from which speci cations for scanners, parsers, and unparsers may be generated. A representation of the sets of SOS rules used for de ning the semantics of the operators in the algebra.
Back ends. The back ends build the actual routines to be included in the verication tools. They accept as input the intermediate format generated by the PAC parser and generate as output a YACC grammar together with routines that compute the semantics of a system from its abstract syntax. The routines typically di er from one veri cation tool to another; typical examples include those for computing the single-step transitions of a process, generating the composition of several automata by a given composition operator, computing su cient syntactic conditions for a process to be nite-state 22], and calculating whether or not a process is divergent.
Implementation. The PAC is implemented in Standard ML (SML). The system, which currently consists of roughly 15,000 lines of code, is batch-oriented; it processes inputs and either generates output les or reports error messages.
PAC Process Algebra Speci cations
A PAC process algebra speci cation consists of two components.
The ALGEBRA module contains descriptions of the concrete and abstract syntax of actions, processes and semantic relations. The RULE_SET modules contain SOS rules de ning the relations used to de ne the semantics of processes. Users may also provide library les containing code that directly implements auxiliary structures (such as sets or environments) and operations (such as set membership or lookup functions) used in de ning the semantics and for which users do not wish to provide SOS de nitions. Back ends directly insert this code into the les they generate; consequently this code must be written in a language compatible with that of the target tool.
The remainder of this section discusses each of these modules using as an example the CWB-6.0 version of Milner's CCS 25].
ALGEBRA Modules
ALGEBRA modules consist of several sections.
In the sorts section, users de ne the syntactic categories for their language. The cons section de nes the term constructors (i.e. the abstract syntax) to be used to build elements in the di erent syntactic categories.
INRIA
The funs sections introduces the names and types of functions that may be applied to elements of sorts. The implementations of these functions must be supplied by the PAC user. The rels section de nes the names and types of the semantic relations to be de ned by SOS rules and for which the PAC will generate an implementation. The inputs section then indicates what type the generated functions computing these relations should have (i.e. which positions in the relation should be inputs and which should be outputs ).
The pragmas section contains back-end-speci c directives, such as locations of library les and names to be assigned to functions generated by back ends. The SYNTAX and RULE_SYNTAX sections contain descriptions of the concrete syntax of both the process algebra and of the relations used to de ne the algebra's semantics. To illustrate what appears in these sections, consider the (elided) version of an ALGEBRA module for CCS in Figure 2 . The sorts section declares the kinds of objects that appear in the de nition of the algebra, including act (actions), agent (CCS processes), 'a eqn (equations), and 'a frame (frames, or mappings from identi ers to values). Note that sorts may be polymorphic: in the case of 'a frame, for instance, the 'a may be instantiated with any well-formed sort. The PAC also includes three built-in sorts: string for character strings, bool for booleans, and 'a list for polymorphic lists.
The next section of the example introduces the constructors used in CCS and their sorts. For example, Tau is introduced as a constructor taking no arguments and producing a value of sort act; that is, Tau is an action constant. Input and Output take an identi er (intuitively, a channel name) as an argument and produce an action. In the CWB version of CCS, users may bind identi ers to sets of actions and then use these identi ers in place of sets in the restriction operator. To cater for this possibility, the algebra introduces a sort restriction and two constructors, Res_set and Res_var, permitting sets of identi ers (i.e. a label set, in CCS terms) or a single identi er (a variable name bound to a set) to be viewed as restrictions . Eqn is used to construct equations from identi ers and values, while the remaining constructors are used to build agents. Note that the Fix operator takes an agent and an agent frame as arguments; intuitively, the frame contains bindings for the free variables that may appear in the agent. The funs section introduces operations that may be applied to elements of given sorts. These operations di er from constructors in that the PAC will generate implementations for the latter but not for the former; users must provide routines for these. This feature permits users to re-use existing code and to program e cient implementations of low-level data structures as appropriate. 2 Thus, to generate a CWB front end on the basis of the example algebra module a user would neet to provide implementations in Standard ML (the language in which the CWB is written) for operations such as id_parse, mk_id_set and mk_frame.
The rels component of the example introduces two semantic relations: transition and diverges. In this version of CCS, the transitions and potential for divergence of an agent depend on two environments: one to resolve free agent variables, and one to resolve free variables used in restrictions. Thus each relation includes an agent environment and an id_set environment argument.
For each relation the inputs section indicates the form the PAC-generated function for computing this relation should take. In the case of transition, for example, the input speci cation indicates that the generated function should have three inputs corresponding to the rst three positions of the relation (here, two environment arguments and an agent). Given such a triple, the function will return the set of 2 PAC back ends also generate implementations of sorts having constructors declared for them; it relies on users to specify implementations of sorts for which no constructors have been speci ed. For example, act would have a PAC-supplied implementation, since three constructors have act as their return sort. The sort 'a frame, on the other hand, does not have constructors de ned for it; consequently, a user must supply code de ning the data structure to be used to represent frames. all action-agent pairs which, when combined with the triple, yield a quintuple in the relation. In the case of diverges, all places are mentioned in the input list; in this case, the PAC will generate a function taking three arguments and returning a boolean.
The pragmas section includes miscellaneous directives for speci c back ends. In the above example, the given pragma indicates that the parser produced by the PAC back end for the CWB should have entries for agents, actions and identi er sets. These are needed since the CWB supports commands requiring users to provide information from these sorts. Other pragmas might be used to rename sorts appropriately (some tools might require a type proc rather than agent, for example) or supply names of library les.
Samples of the syntax sections of the CCS algebra speci cation appear in Figure 3. The SYNTAX component contains information needed to generate the parsers to be used by the target tool; this currently takes the form of a YACC-like grammar whose semantic actions consists of sort-correct expressions built using the constructors and functions declared previously. In the example, the syntax of the xpoint agent operator is de ned to be a where e 1 and : : : and e n end, where each e i is an equation. Note that PAC grammars extend YACC grammars by permitting list speci cations; the nonterminal ag_eqn_list, for example, yields lists of ag_eqn (agent equations) whose beginning and ending delimiters are the empty string and whose separator is the token AND (and in concrete syntax). The RULE_SYNTAX section enriches this syntactic speci cation with information needed to parse the SOS rules that de ne the semantics of processes; in particular, it includes de nitions of the concrete syntax of relations. This example de nes the syntax of the transition relation to be ae, se : p --a--> q. The PAC ts this information into a general rule template in order to produce a grammar which is processed and then used to parse the user-supplied rules.
RULE_SET Modules
The second part of a PAC process algebra speci cation consists of the SOS rules needed to de ne the semantics of processes. In general, a user must supply a collection of rules for each relation introduced in the ALGEBRA module. Each rule in turn consists of four components: a name, a list of premises, a side condition, and a conclusion. In general, premises and conclusions involve relations, while side conditions can be any expression generated using the following grammar, be ::= true j not be j be and be j be or be j P(t 1 
ae, se : p1 | p2 --a --> p1 | p2' parallel_3 ae, se : p1 --a --> p1', ae, se : p2
ae, se : p1 | p2 --t --> p1' | p2' ... end Figure 4 : A RULE_SET module for the CCS transition relation where P is a predicate: any boolean-sorted function declared in the funs section or any relation in the rels section all of whose positions are input positions. The t i should be terms in the appropriate sort, based on the de nition of P. A fragment of the rules for the transition relation for CCS appears in Figure 4 . Note that premises appear above, and conclusions below, a line of hyphens, with the side condition appearing in parentheses after the hyphens. All expressions in the rules are written using the concrete syntax declared in the ALGEBRA module; this enables the rules to look very close to what appears in the literature. In addition, functions de ned in the ALGEBRA module may be used in the rules; for example, parallel_3 contains a reference to the inverses predicate, which intuitively should hold when the given actions represent an input and output on the same channel (note that t is the concrete syntax that has been de ned for the CCS internal action). Rule sets can refer to relations de ned in other rule sets, although no such reference is made in this example.
PAC Back Ends
The PAC currently includes back ends dedicated to the CWB and to MAUTO. The former generates code in SML, the language in which the CWB is written, while the latter, which is still under construction, produces LeLisp, the programming language in which MAUTO is implemented. In each case, the produced code contains a parser, some unparsing functions, and a number of semantic functions encoding the SOS rules of the algebra. The parsers (generated using respectively LeLisp-Yacc and SML-Yacc) are fully compatible, meaning that PAC-generated front ends for MAUTO and the CWB handle the same syntax. As Section 2 indicated, however, the analysis functions of the target tools are di erent, as are the semantic functions. The remainder of this section discusses what semantic functions the di erent back ends must produce and how they are generated from SOS speci cations.
The CWB Back End
In addition to various parsing and unparsing routines, the CWB requires that its front end include implementations of types act and agent and functions transition, diverges and sort. The functions each take an agent and return a set of actionagent pairs, a boolean, and a set of actions, respectively. This section describes how the CWB back end generates code from the SOS de nitions of semantic relations. Generally speaking, given a rule set for a particular semantic relation, the technique constructs a function whose inputs correspond to the places in the relation declared as inputs in the inputs section of the ALGEBRA module. On a given input, the generated routine produces a set of tuples as outputs; the idea is that each output tuple, when combined with the input tuple, yields an element in the relation. As an example, in the case of the transition relation de ned in Section 3.2, positions 1, 2 and 3 of transition are declared as inputs; the procedure that is produced will therefore accept an hagent env; id set env; agenti triple as input and produces a set of haction; agenti pairs as output with the property that if the input is hae; se; pi, then pair ha; qi is in the set of outputs if and only if hae; se; p; a; qi is in relation transition.
In order for the procedure described below to work, the rules used to de ne semantic relations must obey certain syntactic restrictions. Recall from Sections 2.2 and 3.2.2 that SOS rules have the following general form: premises conclusion (side condition) INRIA where conclusion is an element of the relation being de ned, premises is a list of elements of the relation being de ned or of other relations declared in the rels section, and side condition is a boolean expression that may involve predicate expressions of the form P(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ), with the t i being terms that may involve variables. For the code produced by the CWB back end to compile, each rule must satisfy the following constraints.
1. All variables appearing in the input positions of the premises must appear in the input positions of the conclusion. 2. All variables appearing in the output positions of the conclusion or in the side condition must appear either in the input positions of the conclusion or in the output positions of a premise. 3. All variables appearing in the input positions of the conclusion or the output positions of a premise are distinct. These constraints place restrictions on the ow of data through a rule: information ows from the inputs of the conclusion to the premises, and the outputs of premises ow (together with inputs of the conclusion) to the side condition and the outputs of the conclusion. Note also that patterns of arbitrary depth can appear in the input or output positions of the conclusion or premises. It should be noted that this rule format subsumes the positive GSOS format of 4] while being incomparable to the tyft/tyxt pattern of 15] and the path scheme of 2]. However, restriction 1 can be relaxed without too much di culty to allow variables appearing in the output positions of premises to appear in the input positions of other premises; with this generalization, our format would subsume tyft/tyxt and path. Other formats allow negative premises 4, 14, 28] and are incomparable to ours.
The basic strategy used by the code generated from rules involves pattern matching: given a tuple of inputs, a generated function in essence determines which rules have conclusions whose input positions match the input tuple. Using the premises of these rules, appropriate (recursive) calls are issued, and the results which satisfy the side condition are combined into a set of result tuples using the form of the conclusion. To illustrate this idea, consider the rules given for CCS in Section 3.2.2, and suppose that the generated semantic function is given an input of the form hae; se; pjqi. In this case, three rules are applicable parallel_1, parallel_2 and parallel_3. Each of the rules mentions the transitions of p or q in the premises; consequently, the generated code would include recursive calls to calculate the transitions for hae; se; pi and hae; se; qi. On the basis of the rst rule, transitions of p would be combined appropriately with q, while the second rule would transform transitions of q by combining them with p. The nal rule combines transitions of the form ha; p 0 i and hb; q 0 i into h ; p 0 jq 0 i provided that the predicate inverses(a; b) is satis ed. The results of these combinations are collected into one set and returned.
To improve the performance of the generated code, the CWB back end also employs several optimizations. For example, in order to minimize matching overhead, rules with the same input pattern in their conclusions are grouped and processed simultaneously. Also, the generated routines cache results of recursive calls in a hash table; before issuing a recursive call, this table is consulted to determine if the call has been made before. To demonstrate the savings from this technique, consider how the CWB would compile the agent pjq into a labeled transition system. First, a call is made to the generated CCS transition function with hae; se; pjqi as input (ae and se are the current agent and set environments). After making the recursive calls to compute the transitions of p and q, the generated transition function saves the results of these calls in a table. From par_rule1, it follows that pjq has a transition ha; p 0 jqi for every transition ha; p 0 i of p. The next step in compiling the labeled transition system for pjq will include computing the transitions of each p 0 jq; but, in this case instead of making recursive calls to recompute the transitions of q, transition would simply look this up in the transitions table. This strategy leads to signi cant time savings when computing the nite-state representation of a system; somewhat surprisingly, it can also lead to substantial space savings as well, since sharing becomes possible in the computation of output tuples.
The MAUTO Back End
MAUTO uses a compositional (bottom-up) approach to building automata; language constructs are interpreted as automaton transformations, and thus it is not in general possible to use directly the transition function described above. The same SOS rules that yield the transition function for the CWB are interpreted as specifying these automata transformers. Thus, the semantic functions generated by the PAC for MAUTO encode transition system transducers in the sense of Larsen and Xinxin 19] . Computing the automaton for pjq, for example, involves computing separately the nite automata describing the full behaviors of p and q, eventually reducing each of them according to any congruence at hand, then combining them using the transducer for parallel composition. In practice, the rule format required by this interpretation is more restrictive than the one in the preceding section: it ensures that the transducer generated for any context expression is nitely represented, and that the combination of nite automata always yields a nite global INRIA automaton. The structure of the functions produced for MAUTO is also very different from the structure of those produced for the CWB. In general, there are two functions for each operator, one describing the recursive structure of the bottom-up traversal, and one describing how to combine the transitions of a tuple of argument automata.
A static analysis of the structure of the SOS rules of the transition relation allows us to classify the process operators in the algebra. This is used to produce optimized automata-constructing routines, to ensure the niteness of the produced transducers, and to guarantee a priori the termination of automata construction. The classi cation is a generalization of the notions de ned in 22], and distinguishes between:
Combinators, which are typically operators used for parallel composition. The format ensures that they do not generate in nite transition systems from nite arguments. Switches, which have only one process argument active at a time, and will eventually select one of them (sum, sequence). They are used for de ning static conditions for niteness of recursive de nitions. Sieves, which have exactly one process argument and act as action transformers, keeping their structure unchanged (hiding, restriction, relabeling). Identifying sieves enables various run-time optimizations to be employed that avoid some intermediate automaton constructions. We have produced code using these ideas that has proved to be very e cient and exible, and easy to integrate with other compositional approaches.
Results
The current prototype of the PAC includes an algebra description parser and a back end for the CWB, with the development of the MAUTO back end in progress. In this section we describe our experience with using the PAC to generate front ends for the CWB. The experiments take two forms. In the rst, we compare the e ciency of a PAC-generated front end for CCS with existing hand-coded front ends for CCS, while in the second we investigate the performance of front ends produced by the PAC for other languages. Our initial results suggest that the PAC does indeed ease the task of changing the language supported by the CWB and that the generated interfaces perform well. Our tests used a version of the Concurrency Workbench under development at North Carolina State University and were run on a Sun Sparc 5 with 128 megabytes of RAM. The functionality of this version of the CWB is similar to the Edinburgh CWB 11], but the NCSU version includes more e cient graph-construction and equivalence-checking routines. Table 1 compares the performance of a PAC-generated front end with two handcoded front ends for CCS. The rst of these is the front end included with Version 6.0 of the CWB, while the second is a hand-tuned version of the rst one developed at NCSU. The numbers describe the amount of processor time in seconds (time needed for system activities and for garbage collection have been omitted) needed by the NCSU CWB to build nite-state automata from di erent CCS sample programs using the transitions function supplied by the given interface. The example programs we used to test the interfaces included:
Two communications protocols: an implementation of the Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP) and an implementation of part of the data link control layer of IEEE 802.2 (802-2). Two solutions of the two-process critical-section problem: an implementation of Dekker's algorithm (Dekker-2) and an implementation using semaphores (Semaphore-2).
Milner's Jobshop example 25] (Jobshop).
A speci cation of the Edinburgh mail system (Mail-system). In addition, we tried some examples consisting of the parallel composition of these examples in order to assess the performance of the front ends on systems with large state spaces. In the table these examples have the form System 1 j System 2 . As the table indicates, the PAC-generated CCS interface actually performs substantially better than existing CCS interfaces while using less memory; the main reason for this lies in the caching of recursive calls outlined in Section 4.1.
We have also used the PAC to generate CWB front ends for several other languages as well. Examples have included a simple language of regular expressions and a version of CCS in which actions take priority 10]; the latter is noteworthy in that its semantic account requires the use of auxiliary semantic relations. In general, the amount of e ort required has been much less than what would be required to generate interfaces by hand.
Our most involved example has been the generation of a CWB front end for Basic Lotos, which is more complex, both syntactically and semantically, than the others we have tried. We have analyzed a number of Basic Lotos examples with the generated interface. Since no Basic Lotos interface existed previously for the CWB it is harder to evaluate the e ciency of the generated code than it was in the case of CCS. One crude measure, however involves comparing the states generated per unit time from LOTOS programs against a similar gure for the CCS front ends described previously. The states-per-second measures for the CCS front ends were computed from the rst eight examples in the table above (the ones that all interfaces were able to handle), while the gure for the Basic Lotos interface was calculated based on timing results from the compilation of 8 examples ranging in size from 20 states to 45,000 states. The results are shown in Table 2 , which shows that the front end generated for Basic Lotos is roughly 8 times slower than the one generated for CCS. This di erence is not necessarily due to the inadequacy of the code-generating scheme used by the PAC, but rather arises from the fact that Basic Lotos is syntactically and semantically more complex than CCS.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the Process Algebra Compiler (PAC), a tool for generating front ends for veri cation tools. The PAC allows users to specify the syntax and semantics of a language they wish their veri cation tool to support; the system then produces the syntactic and semantic routines needed to specialize the given tool for the language. Experimental results indicate that PAC-generated routines exhibit performance that can in fact improve on that of hand-coded routines.
Regarding future work, our most immediate goal is to complete the MAUTO back end so that it and the CWB may become source-level compatible. We would also like to investigate the addition of features in the PAC speci cation language. In particular, the lexical speci cations supported by the PAC can be made more exible, and providing some facility for modularity in the algebra section would be desirable. We have experimented with the latter; de ning concrete syntax in a modular way, however, appears to be very di cult. We have also experimented with a less exible, but much easier to use, format for expressing concrete syntax and plan to study this issue more. It would also be useful (and relatively straightforward) to include routines in the PAC for analyzing a rule set and reporting to the user whether it satis es a given rule format, such as those mentioned in Section 2.2.
We also would like to explore the possibility of using the PAC for activities other than generating front ends for veri cation tools. Given the widespread use of SOS rules for de ning the semantics of languages, it might be possible to use the PAC to automatically generate interpreters and compilers. We are also examining the feasibility of using the PAC as an implementation engine for generating on-the-y veri cation routines, as these may often be formulated using SOS-style rules 3]. Obviously, these uses are greatly di erent from the PAC's initial purpose, and it remains to be seen if they are indeed practical.
Related Work. Other veri cation tools have also aimed at providing some parametricity with respect to the language analyzed. The ECRINS system 21] permitted users to add operators on-the-y to a process algebra, although the analyses it could perform were somewhat limited. MAUTO allows users to extend the syntax of the language it supports, although semantic routines must be altered by hand. As a compiler for syntactic and semantic speci cations, the PAC is closely related to the CENTAUR system, and in particular to its semantic component TYPOL 17] . TY-POL provides a general framework for de ning languages, interpreters, and compi-INRIA lers, using SOS rules. The more restrictive PAC rule format allows for the generation of simpler and more e cient code.
